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Espanola Public Schools offers coordinated support to students through Title I, Title III, IDEA, Bilingual Education 

Services, 21st Century Community Learning Centers.   

EPS utilizes data to guide instruction and the need for providing a structured Multi-Layered Systems of Supports (MLSS)  

model to meet students' needs.   Interventions can be provided as part of classroom level tiered intervention, pull out 

service intervention, after school or summer school tutoring services.    

Intervention Classes Intervention classes are offered in Reading, English Language Arts, and Math    

 

MidSchoolMath Test Trainer 

Pro (Math) 

Test Trainer Pro acts as a low-stakes, formative learning tool for students to practice 

testing under more relaxed and stress-free conditions. It is an adaptive tool and is designed 

to elicit the largest gains in student achievement possible in the shortest period of time. 

Renaissance Learning 

(Reading) 

Renaissance is an assessment and practice software. Teachers use Renaissance to 

understand where the students are currently in the New Mexico learning progression, what 

they need to learn next and have access to instruction and practice tools to get them to the 

next level. The software provides students with authentic fiction novels and educational 

nonfiction articles.  

AVID (Advancement Via 

Individual Determination) 

AVID is a college and career prep program coordinated by the EPS district. At our school, 

it is offered as an elective, and the program also provides professional development to 

teachers. Several teachers utilize AVID strategies with students in academic classes.  

21st Century After School 

Program 

21st Century provides students with after school tutoring support for academics.  There are 

also projects and activities for students.  Hot meals are also provided to students. 

Capturing Kids’ Hearts CKH aims to build a positive culture, building relationships so that students feel cared for, 

loved, supported and valuable.  The goals of CKH is to increase performance and 

attendance, lower discipline referrals by teaching student’s personal responsibility, 

consequential thinking, social and self-awareness, leadership skills, decision making and 

pro-social skills.  

Edgenuity MyPath (Math 

and Reading) 

MyPath is an online learning intervention program for middle and high school students 

that offers data-driven differentiated instruction in Math and Reading. Students are given 

content to match their independent learning levels.  

MAPs Accelerator (Math 

and Reading) 

MAPs Accelerator is an intuitive classroom tool designed to simplify differentiation in 

math and support student growth. MAP Accelerator generates personalized pathways for 

each student based on their MAP Growth results. Teachers can implement MAP 

Accelerator throughout their classrooms and adjust goals or pathways as students learn 

new concepts.  NWEA delivers the insights that help students learn, teachers teach, and 

leaders lead. Students take the NWEA assessment three times a year. The data is used to 

group students and identify interventions that need to be delivered to the students. It helps 

identify learning gaps in the student population and suggests interventions to address 

these areas.  

iLit ELL (Reading) iLit accelerates English language development through a brilliant mix of strategic 

scaffolding, interactive content, visual aids, academic vocabulary support, survival 

vocabulary for newcomers, and home language help. 

Rosetta Stone 

 

 

Rosetta Stone is an effective educational instructional program used for English Language 

Acquisition.  EL students are assigned individual accounts to build English Language 

Proficiency and supported by ELD teachers. 

 


